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Blitzwolf BW-PCM9 Portable Monitor
The  Blitzwolf  BW-PCM9  is  a  portable  monitor  with  a  16-inch  diagonal  screen  that  you  can  connect  to  your  laptop,  computer,  gaming
console, or even an Android phone. This device can operate in various modes, such as an extension of your primary monitor or as an
independent secondary display. Built-in speakers allow users to use the monitor without the need for additional audio equipment. The
variety of available monitor settings, including contrast, color temperature, DCR, and night mode, make it a device that will satisfy even
the most demanding users. 
 
Display
The  BW-PCM9  model  features  a  16-inch  IPS  display  with  an  FHD  resolution  of  1920  x  1200  and  a  color  scale  of  72%  NTSC.  With  a
brightness  level  of  400cd/㎡  and HDR support,  it  delivers  vivid  and clear  colors,  allowing comfortable  use even in  well-lit  environments.
Additionally,  adjustable  options  like  brightness,  contrast,  color  temperature,  and  night  mode  enable  you  to  personalize  the  display
according to your individual preferences and current needs.
 
Portability
The Blitzwolf BW-PCM9 portable monitor prioritizes your mobility and user convenience. Its lightweight construction, weighing only 920g,
and compact dimensions (357 x 254 x 8.5mm) make it an ideal companion for travel, facilitating work or entertainment on the go. The
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built-in stand at the back of the device allows for easy monitor positioning at your chosen angle, ensuring an optimal view without the
need for  additional  stands or  mounts.  The included carrying case provides secure transport  and storage for  the monitor,  protecting it
from mechanical damage and dirt.
 
Workspace
The Blitzwolf  BW-PCM9 seamlessly  integrates  with  your  digital  environment,  offering  flexible  content  display  options.  With  duplication
and extension modes, the monitor can serve as a second screen, expanding your workspace or operating independently. This allows you
to easily and quickly share materials without losing access to your work tools or conduct presentations without the need for a projector.
 
Universal Connectivity
The Blitzwolf  BW-PCM9 monitor  encourages  the  use of  various  types  of  devices.  Compatibility  with  gaming consoles  like  PS5/4,  XBOX
ONE, or Nintendo Switch allows for seamless gaming on a larger screen without the need to connect to a TV. Additionally, the monitor
can  easily  connect  to  Android  smartphones,  opening  up  new  possibilities  for  entertainment  and  work.  Whether  it's  web  browsing  or
playing your favorite titles, the monitor adapts to your lifestyle.
 
Crisp Audio
The BW-PCM9 is not just a display; it's also a device that delivers clear audio through its built-in speakers. Whether you're watching a
movie, playing games, or conducting a video conference, integrated sound options provide a solid audio experience without the need for
external devices. Of course, for those who prefer privacy, there's also a 3.5mm audio output for connecting headphones.
 
Package Contents
Monitor x 1 
Carrying Case x 1 
USB-C to USB-C Cable x 1 
USB-C to USB-A Cable x 1 
HDMI Cable x 1 
Instruction Manual x 1 
Charging Brick x 1 
BrandBlitzwolfModelBW-PCM9Screen Size16 inchesDisplay TypeIPSResolution1920 x 1200 FHDColor Scale72% NTSCRefresh Rate24-60Hz
(automatic)Brightness400cd/㎡Android  SupportYesiOS  SupportNoUSB-C  Power  InputDC  5V  3AHDRYes3.5mm  Audio
OutputYesDimensions357 x 254 x 8.5mmWeight920g

Price:

Before: € 226.0002

Now: € 204.00

IT Accessories, Other
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